In topos models for synthetic differential geometry we study connections between smooth spaces (which interpret synthetic calculus) and continuous spaces (which interpret intuitionistic analysis). Our main tools are adjoint retractions of toposes and the standard map from the smooth reals to the continuous reals.
This paper deals with models of Synthetic Differential Geometry (SDG). Acquaintance with that theory is not really presupposed, although some familiarity with SDG would put our results into a proper perspective. The interested reader is referred to [lo] for information about SDG.
We will study connections between 'smooth' spaces built up from the smooth reals R and 'continuous' (or 'set-like') spaces constructed from the Dedekind reals IF? in the topos '5" introduced by E. Dubuc (see [3] ) as a model for SDG (for the definition of g, see Section 4 of this paper). The properties that are valid for the first exhibit g as a model of Qnthetic (smooth) Calculus, whereas those valid for the second (the continuous spaces) tell us to which extent :// is a model of httritionistic Analysis.
In particular, we have a comparison map, the so-called standard map st : R+ fR which sends a smooth real xeR into the obvious Dedlekind cut ((q EQ 1 q<x-), {q E (9 1 xc q}). (This map has been studied in the synthetic context by Barbara Veit, in an unpublished manuscript [ 181.) We approach the problem of the connection between these types of spaces by establishing a comparison between the topos ;(i and a tolpological topos, the Eucli-144 I. Moerdijk, G.E. &yes &an tops G $troduced in Section 1, a variant of which was considered in [ 1) . In fact, we construct an adjoint retraction $2 A with By= 1 and y*-!y * =Q* i es. Thus Q* is faithful, preserves exponentials, and moreover preserves continuous spaces. To the casual reader this may seem rather pointless. But is not, since we have a retraction of pointed toposes, and this allows us to reduce some problems in Y? to the corresponding ones in 6 (Section 2).
As an application of this adjoint retraction, we give explicit descriptions of the continuous spaces in :q mentioned before (Section 5). Indeed, contrary to the smooth spaces, continuous spaces are spaces of points of ri-locales (equivalently, spaces of models of Tr-propositional theories), and our descriptions follow from the known characterizations of such locales in the topological topos of Section 1.
In Section 4 we show that :g' is the generic model of a certain theory of loci, or formal smooth varieties over an Archimedean local ring, and Q is essentially the functor which associates with each locus its set of points, considered as a topological space in the site of X. Alternatively, Q may be viewed as the extension to the level of toposes (considered as 'generalized spaces') of the standard map st : R-G?, where R is replaced by the 'generalized smooth space' 3, and lR, or rather the image of st as a subspace of the continuous space IR, by the 'generalized space' 6 which is a quotient of a 'generalized continuous space'.
Once that the topos ;4 has been introduced, we can apply the general machinery of the first two sections: Bar Induction (i.e. separable locales have enough points), Brouwer's theorem on continuity of all functions from the Dedekind reals to itself, and several other continuity results involving both smooth and continuous spaces are obtained in :q (Section 5). The standard map is constantly used, as well as some techniques of van der Hoeven & Moerdijk [5] .
In a final section we point out that continuity properties of continuous spaces may fail if we do not assume the smooth reals to be Archimedean, by constructing a topos yfin in which the smooth analysis remains essentially the same, whereas for example Brouwer's theorem fails for the Dedekind reals.
As a general remark, we should point out that the continuous spaces in our toposes do not model 'full' Intuitionistic Analysis, as opposed, for example, to the models of van der Hoeven & Moerdijk [5] . For instance, principles of countable choice and dependent choices (DC) fail because of the connectedness properties of the euclidean topos. Indeed, it is an open problem whether SDG is consistent with such choice principles.
On the other hand, some principles of local continuous choice for smooth reals hold in our models, which have no analog in full (i.e. with DC) Intuitionistic Analysis.
Although, as said above, the reader is not presupposed to have detailed knowledge of SDG, we do assume that he or she is familiar with the general theory of Grothendieck toposes, in particular sheaf semantics (see e.g. Reyes [ 151) . We also particular, if X is a sober space which is 7'i in the above localic sense, X is a i Tr-space in the usual sense. The converse need not hold, but all regular 1 (Hausdorff) spaces are 7'i as locales.
{ f 1.4, Lemma. Let As B be a pair of continuous maps of locales such that f * is adjoint to g*, say f *e+g*, and let X be a T1 -locale. Then f and g induce maps Cts(A, X) *Cts(B, X) by composition, which are inverse to each other, i.e. Cts(A, X) z Cts(B, X).
Proof. Since 1 q&(g*f $9 f * *S lrtA), this is immediate from definition 1.2. g 0
Corolhry. Let A be a T,-propositional theory, and let A,-, be the corresponding locale in Sets (so Sh(AO) classifies A-models in Grothendieck toposes). Let 4 = Sh(C, .J) be a topological topos. Then the object of A-models in 8 is given by the sheaf
Cts (-, A,) : Cop -+Sets.
1.6. Examples. The sheaf IRA of Dedekind reals in cf' is (isomorphic to) the sheaf K$ (X) = Cts(X, IR), XE C. Similarly for Bairespace N', Cantorspace 2', and the functionspace I!?'. Note that Sh(lR') classifies continuous maps from the formal reals to itself. In topological toposes, however, the locale of formal reals coincides with the space of Dedekind reals, by the following proposition. In the topological sites that we will meet later on, all spaces are locally compact, and we can improve a bit on the preceding proposition, by replacing the Fan Theorem by the principle of Bar Induction. The importance of the validity of Bar Induction in our context is that it implies that each 'countably presented' (separable) locale has enough points (cf. Fourman & Grayson [Lb]).
1.8. Proposition. Let A = Sh(C, J) be a topological topos, and suppose all X E G are locally compact. Then Bar Induction holds in (4.
Proof. Let S be a subsheaf of W"" at X, such that XII-"S is a monotone inductive bar".
For each XE X we may choose a relatively compact neighbourhood VU. Now if CYE tNN, the constant function a: X-+Nh" is an element of IN'";(X) (Corollary IS), and hence Xt!--3zd(n)~S, i.e. there is a cover (Ut>, of X such that U,Qib o(n) ES. A finite set of these U:'s cover V,, and since S is forced to be monotone, Vx I/--"Q(m) ES", for some m.
Thus, if we let S,= {u 1 I/;IF u E S), S, is an external monotone inductive bar. Hence ( > E S,. by external Bar Induction, i.e. vV I+-( )E S. Since the r/, cover X, also X/l-( )ES. 0 1.9. Definition. A topological topos that will be of much use to us in the sequel is the eucfidean topos. Let E be the topological site consisting of locally closed (=locally compact) subspaces of some [R", n E iN, and Cm-maps between them. Recall that if XC_ IR", Y C_ IT?" are objects of E, a C"-map X--+ Y is a function f: X-+ Y such that for all XEX there exists an open nbd Z.J, of x (in IR") and C"map g: U,+iRm such that g 1 (U,nX)= f 1 U,. By a partitions of unity argument, f : X -+ Y is a Cm-map iff there exists an open U c X and a Cm-map g : U + R"' (C" in the usual sense of having all continuous partial derivatives) such that g 1 X=f. If Xc IR" is closed, we may take I/= IR" ('smooth Tietze' We claim that for any Y f, X in E any continuous CT : Y -+ IR, z$cr) = q 0 (f, ar). TO see this, choose such f and cy. ar is not a morphism of IE, but its restriction to points of Y is, and now we can apply naturality of T: choose any point y E Y, and apply naturality of T to the diagram in E/X. Then one gets WMY) = flp&W) = Ir,, of(vj(a(y)) = r&a, f j)(y). C 1.11. Remark. If M is any space which is locally homeomorphic to a space in IE (e.g. A4 is a manifold), and N is any space, M and N have interpretations MP and Nr: in cf" (as in 1.6: A& = Cts(-, M), N8 = Cts(-, N)), and the same proof gives that cf' t= "all functions M4 -+ Nc: are continuous".
Adjoint retractions of topsses
As stated in the introduction, one of the themes of this paper is a comparison of the smooth topos :g which will be defined later on, and the euclidean topos 8 which we just described. We will! now sketch the general context in which this comparison
Smooth spaces versus continuous spaces
149 takes place. (We will not formulate things in all generality, however. Adjoint retractions will be more extensively discussed elsewhere.) Let C and D be categories with finite left limits, both equipped with a subcanonical Grothendieck topology. If P : C-ND is a left-exact functor which preserves covers, P induces a geometric morphism Sh(D) --%h(C).
Explicitly, the inverse image functor p *: Sh(C)*Sh(D) is the left Kan extension of (Y is the Yoneda embedding ), while the direct image functor is defined by "compose with P" : Sh(lD)-,Sh(C).
A (left-exact) functor P: 42 + ID sometimes also induces a geometric morphism Sh(C)-Gh ( In other words, the family { lD(P(-), D,)AD(p(-), D)), is dense.
(a) For the converse, we can just reverse this argument for the particular case that PC--%D is the identity on D=PC.
Cl
Given a geometric morphism Q : SetsCop+SetsDoP induced by a functor P : C + ID having the CLP, its restriction Sh(Q=) Ash(D)
can thus be described as Q% "compose with P, then sheafify", (q*(X) is a sheaf if X is, when P has the CLP). If P is left-exact, preserves covers, and has the CLP, we have two geometric morphisms Sh(C) & Sh(D) P and q* is just "compose with p", i.e. q* =p*. In the case that we consider in this paper, the functor P has a left adjoint L : ID-4 such that P 0 L = 1. It then follows that this adjunction lifts to an adjunction "compose with L" -I "compose with P" between the categories of presheaves Setscop eSetsDoP. Hence in this case the left adjoint p*: Sh(Q+Sh(D) to p* is "compose with L" followed by sheafification. Therefore p *p* = 1, i.e. p is an inclusion, and consequently q is a surjection and qp= 1.
We put all this together in the following theorem.
Theorem. Let P : C -+ ID be a left-exact functor which preserves covers and has the covering lifting property. Then P induces two geometric morphisms
Sh(C) & Sh(D)
P with p* -I ps = q* =+ q+. If P has a left adjoint-right inverse, then p is an inclusion, q a surjection, and q-p== 1. El
We will call a pair of geometric morphisms as described in this theorem an adjoint Proof. The preservation of exponentials by q* is equivalent to the existence of a left adjoint q! to q*, satisfying Frobenius reciprocity; i.e. for XE Sh(Q, Ye Sh(lD), the canonical map 9!(XX 4*(Y))-??
Clearly in our case, p* witnesses the existence of such a q!. To show that q is locally connected, we have to check th;jt for every X&h@), the inverse image of q/X: Sh(C)/q*X+Sh(ID)/X preserves exponentials. But this is clear from the fact that if q is (part of) an adjoint retraction, then so is q/X. ). But the preservation of universal quantification also follows easily directly from the surjectivity of P in this case. Cl 2.6. Example. Let Sh(Q=) *T Sh(D) be as above, 2.3-2.5 together give very strong pl eservation properties ofPq *. Any property of models of 7+locales like the Dedekind reals, elements of Bairespace IN", etc. that does not involve quantification over arbitrary subsets holds in Sh(Q=) iff it holds in Sh(D). The logically minded reader would perhaps like to rephrase this by saying that the theory of Sh(C) (in the appropriate language without arbitrary powersets) is a conservative extension of that of Sh(D). As an illustration of this phenomenon, let us mention the following instance:
Claim. Sh(@) satisfies "all functions IR -+I? are continuous" iff Sh(D) does.
Proof. Let us write the relevant statement as

VfEIRm VXEIR v&q&J (p<f(x)<q~~p',qfE(q(p~<x<q'&
Of course, q* preserves the interpretation of the rationals Q, since this is a constant sheaf. By 2.3, q* preserves the sheaf of Dedekind reals, and hence by 2.4 it also preserves the interpretation of the exponential IR'! Thus by 2.5, this statement holds in Sh(6Z) iff it holds in Sh(D). Cl
C"+ings
Here we will collect some of the basic properties of Cm-rings that we will need later on. Almost nothing in this section is new, and most of the proofs will be omitted. For more details, the reader is referred to Kock's book, [lo, $0111.5 and 61; see also Dubuc 131, Reyes [ 16, fast. l), and Lawvere [ 111.
Let C" be the category whose objects are the spaces IR", n E N, and whose morphisms IR" + fRm are the C"'-maps. C" is an algebraic theory B la Lawvere, and is called the theory of P-rings. By definition, a P-ring (in Sets) is a finite product preserving functor A : C" -'Sets, and homomorphisms of C"-rings are just natural transformations.
If 4 is a (?-ring, A@) is its underlying set, and every smooth map lR"f, mm has an interpretation A(f) : A(Qn +A(iR)*.
Note that since all constant functions and the ring operations of IR are smooth, a P-ring has an Kalgebra structure, and morphisms of C"-rings are particular /l&algebra homomorphisms. (As usual, we will often use the same symbol A for the functor A : C" *Sets and its underlying set.)
Here are some examples: The Yoneda lemma implies that for each n, the free CO-ring on n generators is the functor C"(W) defined by P(lR")(lR")= C"(fR", m"), the set of smooth maps from ll? to tRm, and C"(tI?")(f) = compose with f, f a morphism of COD. As was just pointed out, C"(P) will most of the time not stand for this functor, but for its underlying set C"(ll?, IT?). Its n generators are the projections. More generally, if A4 is a (smooth) manifold, we have a C"-rbg C"(M) which is defined just as C"([Rn) was: the underlying set of C"(M) is the !:et of C--maps M-G, and the morphisms of C" are interpreted via composition. (Of course, C"(M) looks like a dual of A& and indeed it is, as we will see below.) A host .of other examples can be derived from the following proposition:
Proposition. Any (algebraic) ideal I in a Cm-ring A is a C"-congruence. Thus, the canonical projection p : A -+A/I induces a C"-ring structure on A/I making p into a homomorphism of P-rings. •1
In particular, for any ideal 1 in C"(lR") we have a Cm-ring C"(R")/l. All finitely generated Cm-rings are of this form, and we write (C"-rings)f, = Cm-rings of finite type C C" rings for the full subcategory of Cm-rings whose objects are of the form C"(R")U. Note that homomorphisms of (Z" -rings)f, can be described quite explicitly: a homomorphism
C"(lRn)/I-+C"(Rm)/J
is an equivalence class of smooth maps cp : I?"' -4Rn with the property that I~q*(J)={flfoq~J}, two suchmapspand@beingequivalent if for each projection ~&R"-+lR (k=l,...,n), nkocp=zko#modJ. A C--ring is finitely presented iff it is of the form C"(lR")/I, where I=(&, l *a 9 gP) is a finitely generated ideal. (C"-rings)f, is the full subcategory of Cm-rings whose objects are finitely presented. An important observatioll, due to Lawvere, gives some finitely presented P-rings:
Proposition. For any smooth manifold M, C"(M) is a finitely presented C"ring. q
In fact, it suffices to show this for open subspaces of lRn, since every manifold is a retract of one of its open neighbjourhoods. If U is an open subspace of some ll?, then there exists a (smooth) characteristic function xv : IR" +[O, I] for I/ (tkaat is, xv(x) > 0 iff XE U), and xv can be used to embed U as a closed set 0 in KY T I:
We have a 'restriction map' rg:cym"")-c"(U),
@(f)=f"l
which is a homomorphism of C--rings, and ker(@) =. //i, the ideal of functions that vanish on 0. What Theorem 3.2 says in this case is that . fi; = (y * X"(X) -1).
I. Moerdijk, GE. Reyes
Recall that if Xc I!?" and YC lRM are arbitrary subsets, a C"-map X-+ Y is a function X f, Y which is the restriction of a C"-map g : U-+ IR" defined on some open nbd of X. Thus, we may define a C--ring C"(X) in exactly the same way as we defined C"(M), M a manifold. If X is closed, C"(X) is of finite type: C"(X)z C"(P)/,,&, .,& being the ideal of functions g with g 1 X=0. Therefore we have a contravariant functor from the category IE of (locally) closed subspaces of some IT? and smooth maps (see Section 1) to (C"-rings)f,, and it follows easily from the explicit description of homomorphisms of C"-rings of finite type that this contravariant functor is fsrlr and faithful. We will come back to this functor shortly.
But first we discuss coproducts of C--rings (of finite type). If A and B are arbitrary P-rings, we write AO, B for the coproduct, and A ~-A@~ B-i, B
for the canonical inclusions. Note first that it follows from the universal property defining the coproduct that if ICA and JC B are ideals,
(A/I)O,(B/J)z(AO, B)/(I, J),
where (I, J) is the ideal generated by iA Uie( J). Also, since C"(iR") is free on rr generators, C"(lT?")o, C"(lRm)scm(lRn x IR"), and the coproduct inclusions come from the projections pe-lRnxfRm~[Rm. In order to be able to express our geometric (as opposed to algebraic) intuitions about C"-rings, we define the category of foci (or formal Cw-varieties, cf. Reyes 1161) as IL = (C"-rings);:.
Thus, a locus is the dual of a C"-ring A =C"(R")/I, and we will write A for this dual. One advantage of passing to duals is that the category E now becomes a subcategory of II_: we have a fubl embedding IEML, X~C"(X).
From the preceding remarks, we conclude that the image of E under this embedding consists (up to isomorphism) of the duals of Cw-rings of the form C"(lR")L& where F is a closed subset of IR". Another important subcategory of IL will be the full subcategory of duals of germdftermined C"-rings, defined as follows. A C"-ring is called local if it has exactly one maximal ideal (i.e. if its underlying ring is a lJca1 ring). A C"-ring L of finite type is local with residue field IR iff it is isomorphic to a quotient of a ring of germs, i.e. iff L is of the form C~(lR")/I, where C';(P) = C"(lRn)/. //for is the C"-ring ijf germs at 0 of smooth functions tRn +I? (,/$, is the ideal of functions f whose germ flo at 0 is the zero-germ). A C"-ring A is germ-determined iff it is embedded in a product of local P-rings with residue field IR, i.e. iff for any CI EA, 
Lemma. A C"-ring of finite type C"(R")/I is germ-determined
This implies a Nullstellensatz for germ-determined ideals: a germ-determined C"-ring C"(R")/1 is the zero ring iff Z(I) = 0.
is germ-determined, and f e C"(R"), (I, f) is also germdetermined; in particular, etrery finitely generated ideal is germ-determined.
Clearly Functoriality of y is again easily deduced from the explicit description of morphisms in (C"-rings)f,, and i --i y is again straightforward. Cl
Observe that Proposition 3.4 gives us an explicit description of inverse limits in (G: first take the limit in IL, then apply A. Also note that since i and j are full, we have isomorphisms natural in XE IE, A EG. Also, there are canonical embeddings ipkA in (I% jM&D in IL.
In the sequel we will mainly work with germ-determined C"-rings of the form C"(U)/I (U open in IR"). By the isomorphism @: C"(K?')/. #z-+Cm(U) discussed above, these are of finite type. To see when they are germ-determined, we need the following extension of Lemma 3.3. In the previous section, we introduced the category (G of duals of germdetermined CO-rings of finite type, and we noted that these are precisely the C"rings which have a representation of the form where U is an open subset of some IR', and I is a germ-determined ideai. From now on, we will work with representations of this form. (-5 has finite limits, and products in U2 are given by the formula
Lemma. Let I c C"(U) be any ideal, and consider the isomorphism
for coproducts of germ-determined C"-rings. We equip Q; with a Grothendieck topology whose basic covers arg families of This lemma was already observed by E. Dubuc, who introduced the topos .6 as a model for synthetic differential geometry (cf. [3] ). The ring of linetype R in .I/ is the representable object C"(lR), i.e. R : (6OP-+Sets, A c-) the underlying set of A.
-5-The object D of first order infinitesimals is the representable object C"(IR)/(X-). 4 satisfies the Kock-Lawvere axiom ('axiom 1' of Kock [IO]), that is
RxRzRD.
The integration axiom which ensures the existence of primitives holds in 1.5 (Van Qt.2 & Reyes [Ml) , and (-)D has a right adjoint (-)D (see Kock [lo] ). Generalizations of these axioms for infinitesimal spaces other than D also hold in the model. % classifies a geometric theory of loci or formal smooth described as follows. Let us consider the language L with n-ary function symbol f for each JE C"(lR"), and an n-ary varieties, which can be one sort R, having an relation symbol Loc( I) ('the locus of I') for each germ-determined ideal I c C"(lR") (n = 0, 1, . ..). Our basic theory To consists of the following groups of axioms: In the sequel, we shall identify 7&models with the corresponding functors. The category a3 of germ-determined loci introduced in Section 3 can be given the structure of a site, a;,,", by defining the Grothendieck (pre-)topology to be generated by the duals of cocoverings of the form In addition to forcing R to be local by the coverings in (i) (or equivalently (ii)), we can force R to be Archimedean by declaring the family q Let us therefore return to the site G, and have a look at the functors y and i that we introduced in Section 3, in order to see whether we can apply the results of Section 2. 
Lemma. (a) The functor y : G-+ IE is left-exact, preserves covers and has t!re
Since y(A) = r(A) as sets, it is clear that we have a bijective correspondence T(A)+S A+B(S) '
This extends to arbitrary objects of Y (not just representables), since r: +-Gets preserves all colimits. Thus, we have a canonical point p$ : Sets-+ !q, and in precisely the same way we can define a point p p : Sets--+& of cf" whose inverse image is the global sections functor. Since Q* and y * from 4.6 preserve global sections, it is clear that Q 0 p 4 = p8, y 0 pE =ptc, i.e. Q and y are maps of pointed toposes.
As a consequence of this observation, the global sections functor :&--%?ets (or (( LSets)
preserves all the constructions performed in 9 (or (7 ) by taking limits and colimits. This can be used for example to compare the De Rham cohomology of ifi with the one of Sets, as in Moerdijk & Reyes [ 121.
Dedekind reals and smooth reals in :+, the standard map
On the basis of the results obtained so far we will now investigate some of the properties that the Dedekind reals IR, the geometric line R which models SDG, and related spaces have in the topos :/i. We will begin by investigating IR and some other spaces of models of 7Jocales, and then we will turn to some of the logical properties of R. The emphasis however, will be on the interaction between IR and R induced by the standard map.
As stated in the introduction, the properties that are valid in :/I' for the Dedekind reals IT? tell us in which sense :ci is a model for intuitionistic analysis, and those valid for R tell us in which sense :B is a model for synthetic calculus. And it is one of the interesting aspects of :+ that it gives us a means to compare the two.
The first consequence of Theorem 4.6 that we should note is the foliowing one. (This describes for example the Dedekind reals II?, Cantor space, Bairn space, the function space P, etc. in 9. )
Theorem (Representation Theorem for models of T,-locales). L,et X be Q T,-locale in
Proof. By 1.5, the sheaf X8 of models of X in the euclidean topos 8 is given by X,(-)zCts(-,X): IE Op -+Sets. By 2.3 and 4.6, X, zX,~ c y, which yields the isomorphism asserted in the theorem. Cl
Note that there is no ambiguity in the notation i??" that we used in 5.1, since by Example 2.6, and Proposition 1 .lO,
Theorem.
In !G, all functions from F? to IR are continuous (and more general&, cf. Remark 1.11).
Theorem 5.1 describes the points of the formal spaces corresponding to the Dedekind reals, the Cantor space, Baire space, etc. in fact these spaces of points all coincide with the corresponding formal spaces, by the following theorem. The
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proof is almost literally the same as the one for 6 that we gave in 1.8.
Theorem. Bar Induction holds in Y, i.e. formal Baire space has enough points. Consequently, in % every separable locale has enough points. In particular, the Dedekind unit interval [O, 1) c fl? and the Cantor vet are compact in 9. c3
(We do not have a general argument for deriving the validity of Bar Induction in Y from its validity in&, despite the similarity of the proofs; Bar Induction involves universal quantification over bars in the tree M<', and therefore it is not taken care of by the conservation properties 2.4 and 2.5.)
Let us turn to R, the object of 9 represented by C"(iR) E G. R carries a strict order relation < defined by XC y iff there exists an invertible ZE R such that z2 = y -X In the model, this gives the order relation you would expect to get: for example, if cy : %-+R = C"(iF?) is an element of R at stage A, A II-cx>O iff cy factors through C" (R,&C"(lF?) in 19, iff Y(Q): @)-4R factors through lR,,c IR. It follows that this order is total, i.e.
x#O++(x<O or x>O)++x is invertible
holds in %'. The rationals are dense in this order, so the order topology on R coincides with the topology generated by rational open intervals, and this is the topology that we consider when speaking about topological properties of R. Here is one such property.
Proposition. The smooth unit interval [0, l] c R is compact in :G.
Proof. Let ti be a subsheaf of (i(R) at stage A, A =C"(lR")/& such that A tt-" ti covers [0, 11". For each external cy E [0, 11, we have for the corresponding constant element a E R(A) that A IEZUE '!/ ark U. Without loss we may assume that k consists of rational intervals, so we find a cover (c/i* Ii of Ii? and rational intervals (pi*, qp) such that (where AY=C"(U,a)/(IIQp)').
For XEZ(I)GR", the set {(p~,qia,IxEL/iol} covers [0, l] G IR externally, so by taking a finite subcover and the intersection of the corresponding Ur's, we find a neighbourhood VX of x and intervals (PI 9 4119 .--, (p,, q ~~r=VP5RxL(Vx~fP(x,1) VXE u P(x, I) ).
Theorem (RL-choice). Let L be a lawlike type, such as N. Then
Proof. Suppose such a PC RX L is given at stage A, A =C"([R")/I, and A II-VXE R 21~ L P(x, 1) . Now consider the projections AxC"(IR)~A P2 1 p2 acts as a generic smooth real at A x C"(lR): From -&LP(p,,l) we obtain an open cover {I/a x Va}a of fR" x I?, Ua c It?', Va G II?, and constant elements /a of the constant sheaf L, such that
AXC"([R)It
A, x C"( va) It-P( P2,4y) where A, = C"( &)/ (I 1 I/a)-- . NOW define the subsheaf V of ((II?) to te the sheaf generated by the conditions
We have to show two things to complete the (1) A II--/// is a cover,
(2) All-VUE - CrlEL VXE ti P(x,l) . proof:
at JJ, i.e. B-A C"('R). Then (J j*) , For (l), take &-+A and a smooth real y -P ; factors locally through the cover A', x C"( V,) of A x C"(lI?); more precisely, make 1 a pullback (f,, Ya) Ba -A, Then the & cover B, and &II--WE -@YE U. For (2), it suffices to consider the i generating elements of ti, i.e. we need to show it-P( p2, I,) and from this we immediately obtain /4, II-VXE I/a i 5 PC% r,>* cl
The importance of the analog of Theorem 5.5 for IR or N" (instead of R) is wellknown in intuitionistic analysis. In our case, this is illustrated by the following two corollaries. Proof. Apply Theorem 5.5 to the predicates P,(x,d) =6(x,d) c2-". Cl
Continuity of ail functions R-+R follows also from properties of the standard map. Yet another proof which applies in a more general context, will be given in [13] , cf. Theotem 6.1 below.
The proof 0" Theorem 5.5 is based on the fact that from a stage A, the projection --A x C"(lJ++C"(lR) acts as a generic element of R. This trick also easily yields Then also on a neighbourhood V" of p, f(y.x) #0 for all ,VE UP, so if we put Vi,= U,U R"'\Z(J), we find that Note that as a consequence of 5.10, in (4, R is a field in the following sense (recall that in 3, x#O iff x is invertible, for all XER):
Proposition (Kock). An object BE G is point-determined liff :+E k'f~Re(+?xf(x)=O+X~f(x)#O).
Proof. (a)
:+ E t?xt, . . . . X,ER(l(X, =on -.*I&, = O)-+(one of the xi is invertible)).
Corollary
(Markov's principle)
Proof. This follows from 5.10, since a decidable PC N defines a map N -+2 c R, and N z C"(ll?)/. #fi is point-determined. El
We now turn to the standard map. Since R is Archimedean and the rationals are dense, we may define (synthetically, cf. Veit [18]) for each XE R a Dedekind cut ((p~Qlp<x), {qEQ/q>x}), and this defines the so-called standard map St: R-JR which sends each XE R to its standard parf st(.yj E Ii?. In a similar way, for each p ERR we can define its standardization st((p) E IF,', and this defines a map st :RR-4RRK.
In the topos +, these standard maps have very simple represenrations. If f is a smooth real at A E G, A f -C"(lR), we obtain a continuous (even smooth) functions y(A)-+ [R by applying y, which is precisely a Dedekind real at stage A, by the representation Theorem 5.1. This function y(a)-+ R is the standard part off. Thus, RA IR is just "apply y". A similar description can be given of RR&E?:
if --AIkcpERR, that is cp: ii x C"(lT?)-+C"(iR) in 43, application of y yields a continuous function st(& : y(A) x R+iR, or st(@ : y(A)+@.
Thus by Theorem 5.1, A !t-St(@) E I?'". (Note that there is no ambiguity in notation when we write the exponentials RR, [RR, sin ce all functions are continuous.) It is clear that we have wmw)) = st(vW).
Observe also that
Vp,qeQ VXER (pcx<qt+p<st(x)<q),
so st : R -+ IT? is continuous (in fact, stt ' gives an isomorphism of complete Heyting algebras, i.e. R and JR define the same locale). From this and the fact that all functions from R to IR are continuous, it follows that all fuctions from R to R are con-tinuous (cf. the remark following 5.7). Similarly. if we equi;j RR with the C"topology (uniform convergence on compacts of all derivatives), st : RR-G? is continuous.
The standard maps st : R--G? and st : RR -+ fF?' are almost surjective, in the sense that in ./f it is valid that I?x E tR 7 4" E R st( y) =x, nnd Vq E IR" 1 -G7ry E RR St(w) = cpp since in the points of G, R and tR are indistinguishable.
Another way of looking at the standard maps, which explain their universality, is by moving the relevant spaces along the geometric inclusion (5 u .+ of 4.6. Since y* is "compose with i : Ec*G", we find Now take the case A = C"(R), and apply w to the identity to find a smooth lfv'#gq)=o: !R4?.
A pointwise argument as in the proof of 1 .lO now shows that st * r,~ comes from "compose with a", so [T has to be such that for any continuous .Y f, IR, where X is locally closed C, some lRn, the composite CJ 3 f is smooth. But then Q must be constant, for if IT'(~) #O, we can find a neighbourhood U" of y on which 0 is invertible, so if we take for X f, I'F? the function x-a-'(ay + 1x1) defined on the neighbourhood X= {xl~y+ (xl EQ(UJ} of 0, (st * W)x(f)(x)=oy+ 1x1, which is not smooth. * (f, a) is in the image of st, i.e. is a C"-map. In particular, as in the global case we may conclude that for each t E Z(I), a& -) is constant. In other words, CJ does not depend on its second coordinate, and from this it easily follows that which completes the proof. Cl
We can make an analysis similar to the one that led to 5.13 for the case of funtitionais F: RR -NRm, but things turn out to be somewhat more difficult here. Suppose we are given such a functional F in '9 at stage a, i.e. YA and XX IR -5 IR, (p[_f, a] is a continuous function X x fR-+K We may now apply the following lemma to conclude that ~3 is continuous.
Lemma. Let E be a Frkhet vector space (over IR), and X a Iocaly closed subspace of some I?". If X x EA R is 'pathcontinuous' inI the sense that for each C"-map f : Y -+X x E (with Y a locally closed subspace of some RR"' ), cp 2 f : Y -+ R is continuous, then cp is continuous.
Proof. Assume that cp is not continuous at (x, e). Then we can find an E >O and a sequence (x,, e&+(x, e ) such that l~(x~, e,) -&x, e)l z E, for all n. Proceeding as in Van Que & Reyes [14] , we can define a C"-function g : lR-+E with g(0) = e, g(l/n)=e,. (Indeed, define g(t)=e+ C,_,x,,(t) eA, with eA=e,-e, in the notation of 10c. cit.) Now let Y = X x II?, and-f = X x g. Since (.y,,( 1 /YI)-$Y, 0) in Y, (p(x,,g(l/n))-+~(x,g(O) ), i.e. (p(x,,,eJ-+cp(~~,e ), a contradiction.
Lz;
Thus we have shown a natural one-to-one correspondence between maps A x RRz lRR in !g and continuous functions y(&x C"(R, IR)ACa(R, IF?) in Sets. From this we immediately derive that in Y all functions F: RR +iR" (at an arbitrary stage A) are continuous.
The universality of R '2 lRm appears as follows. We have seen that (continuous) maps [R+ I?? in Y at stage A correspond to continuous functions r(A) x li;-+lR (Theorems 5.1, 5.2) . A subsheaf of these is formed by the functions v(A) x IR -4R that have all continuous partial derivatives with respect to the second (the IR-) variable, and it is easily checked that this is precisely the interpretation of "CO"maps IR-G?" in 9. Thus we may reformulate the above correspondence between maps R R-Fd P at stag e A in :q and continuous maps y(A) x C"(R, lR)-%Z"(IR, IR) as an isomorphism in :Cr', This correspondence may be unwinded by using the standard map st : RR -+[R? Clearly, si factors through C"(R, R)c RR, and if we regard it as a map RR --+C"(R, JR), the above isomorphism comes about through the bijectfon "compose with st" ([~p) c"(F, 'W --+ (@'QR", G w ,g o 6.
(Let us stress again that this is a bijection in ,+, i.e. it works not only for global sections, but at all stages.)
For the record, 5.P5. Theorem :G I=(I'F$~~~(IR~)~"(~*~), again via composition with the standard map RR -% C"(k?, I?) . Thus, elements of (lP'")R" at stage A correspond to continuous functions yA x C"( II?, IR)-+C"( IR, IQ in Sets. Consequently, ~6' k= "All functions RR -# are continuous". il
Some remarks on other models, the finite cover topology
In the previous sections we have seen that if we force the generic C"-ring R to be local and Archimedean, i.e. (see Section 4) if we work in the smooth topos !+, intuitionistic analysis in general, and the Dedekind reals in particular, inherit some of the good properties of R, such as continuity of all functions. Our main tool for comparing R and R in this context was the adjoint retraction between :G and the euclidean topos 6:. The purpose of this section is to point out that many of these good properties for intuitionistic analysis (analysis on IR) fail if we do not force R to be Archimedean, while much of the smooth analysis (analysis on R) remains he same.
Here it will be convenient to look at the analog of the topos :+ of sheaves on G, but with arbirrary covers replaced by finite ones. More precisely, let Efi,, be the site with the same underlying category as E (cf. Definition 1.9), but with the Grothendieck topology generated by finite open covers (i.e., a family K = { Y,$+ Y}, covers X iff there is a finite open cover { U1, . . . , Un} of X such that each embedding U+X is in K), and let t(:rin be the topos Sh ([Eri,) . Similarly, define a site Grin with underlying category G (defined in Section 3) and with the Grothendieck topology generated by finite open covers, and let 3rin be the topos Sh (Gri,) .
It is clear that if we regard the functor y described in 3.5 as a functor G IJ fin+ lEfin 9 Theorem 2.3 still applies, and we obtain the anallog of Theorem 4.6 for the toposes ('/'fin and &fin l We still write y and Q for the geometric moiphisms involved; so there is a commutative diagram of geometric norphisms I', fin k .' fin Y and the adjoint retraction '!'rin $ :$fin gives US that Q * = Y* : '<fin -+ .//fin preserves the spaces of models of T,-locales, such as I??, Ir\J ', etc.
We just said that in many respects smooth analysis does not change too much if we move from 5 to 3fi*. In fact, the presheaf topos Sets(C"-rings)tt = Se& is already an adequate mode1 for synthetic integration theory, for example. Here, however, we can never have an adjoint retraction from Sets"' to a topological topos like the euclidean one, since there are P-rings C"(lR")/I which are far from trivial, while the corresponding set of points r(P(IR")/I) = Z(I) c IR" can be empty (for example, let I be the functions with compact support). This does not occur if we restrict our attention to germ-determined ideals, thus explaining why germdetermined ideals are so convenient to work with.
We should point out here that there is some loss also: if one restricts ones attention to germ-determined ideals, there can never be any invertible infinitesimals in the model. Such an object of invertible infinitesimals does exist, for example, in the smooth Zariski topos of sheaves on IL with the finite cover topology (this topos is the precise analog (for C"-rirgs) of the Zariski topos), and we expect that this feature will make the smooth Zariski topos an important object of future study (cf. Reyes [17] , Moerdijk & Reyes [13] ).
Let us now give some examples of properties that fail to hold if we pass from the topos :/i to ://fin. First something that does not fail, however. From the proof that we gave of 19 t="All functions R-+R are continuous'* (cf. Corollary 5.7) it may seem that this fact depends on the topology of G, but it does not. It even holds in the presheaf topos: 6.1. Theorem. In Sets" OP, all functions from th4 smooth unit inter\*a/ [O, 1 ] C R to R we uniform/y continuous. The analog of 6.3 for the Dedekind reals fails in :4'fin. To see this, let us first determine the Dedekind reals, and the space of continuous functions C*(lR, IR) in CGfin. These spaces coincide +th the corresponding formal spaces or locales, since 6.4. Lemma. Let (@, J) be an arbitrary coherent site (J is generated by finite covers). Then in Sh(C, J), Bar Induction holds. In particular, :Cfin E "Bar Induction ", and all separable locales have enough points in i+fin.
Proof. Take CEQ~, and let PC b-l<" be a monotone inductive bar at C. If GIE N' externally, lr acts as a constant element cr of N'"] internally, so CII-.Yn O(n) EP. Hence since covers of C are finite and P is monotone, CII-a(n) E P for some n. Thus ,~={uEN<~ICII-UEP) bars R\J' externally, and is monotone and inductive. Therefore ( > E p. 3
For the following lemma, we have to return to the notation of Section 1. Let a3 be a topological site, and Q=fin the site with the same underlying category as Q=, but with the topology generated by finite open covers. Assume that all spaces in Q= are locally compact, and for a space XE Q= write Q,,(X) (resp. Q(X)) for the locale of subobjects of a=(-, X) in Sh(Q=n") (resp. Sh(Q=)). (M. Fourman pointed out to us that this lemma also follows from an unpublished result of A. Joyal.)
Lemma. Let X E a3 as above, and let T be a regular (Hausdorff) space. Then a continuous map X f, T extends to a map Q,i,(X)A T Uf f(X) is compact.
AIoreover, if this is the case, the extension g is unique.
Qfin(x)
Proof. Recall that X LQ,in(X)
is the composition of the embeddings X A Q(X) and &2(X:+ lJfi,(X). As observed in Section 1, X is a retract of Q(X), and the pair X c , In(X) induces an isomorphism Cts(X, T)zCts(Q(X), T), provided T is a Tl -&ale. jy' sends a cribie KE Q,,,(X) to its closure as a cribie in Q(X), i.e. is open in T and Ya X is a map in c, Y&XEg-'(I/) implies YzXEf-'_P(U), i.e. f+( Y)C U.
As another preparatory remark, we not; that for an arbitra-y subset .4 of T and an open neighbourhood U 2 A, the following are equivalent:
(i) A is compact, and A c U.
(ii) There is a compact Kc T with A c Kc_ U. (iii) For every open cover {U& of U, finitely many of the Us's cover A. If these conditions hold, it is common to write A * U.
NOW we show that from gi =f it follows that f(X)4 T: Suppose { V& is an open cover of T. Then Vu g-'( V,) = true in Qfi,(X), so there is a finite coL.er (U 1, . . . , U,,) of X such that each inclusion UiGX is in some g-'( 1/J. Therefore by (*), f(U;) c_ Vu,, so f(X) c V&-U Van. Thus f(X)4 T.
Conversely, if f(X) is compact, we may define an extension sZ,i,(X)L T by $-l(u)= I
Y~XIf$!l(Y)dl. 1
Clearly, f^-* is orderpreserving, and idx &l(T) since f(X) is compact) i.e. 4'. ' preserves the top element. It is trivial to check that p-* preserves binary meets. For sups, suppose { Ua}a is an open cover of U, and YLXE~-*(U).
We need to show that Y --%X&$f-r(LJ&. By hypothesis, fp(Y)Csome compact Kc_ U, so since T is regular we may choose for each IE K a neighbourhood I",, of t such that V, z some UU,. Then there exists a finite cover ( I/r,, . . . , V,,} of K, and if we let H$=q~-~f-~(V,,r,), i= 1, . . ..n. we find that IVjGY--ID,XE3-' ((1,1,) , since fcp(H$)~ V,, (IK c_ V,, 17K compact C, U& Thus 60 E V,3-' (r/,>.
To show that $ =f, we use local compactness of X: To show that 3 is the unique extension off, it suffices to show that 3 is minimal among extensions off, since T is a Tr-space. To this end, suppose g is another such extension, and suppose Y AXEg-l(U).
We show that PDF-', i.e. that q F$'(W), i.e. that fp( Y)e L'. So let { UU}@ be an open cover of U. Then t'& x~g-l(L/)= V,g-'(QJ, so there is a finite cover {V,, . . . . Vn} of f' such that each restriction cp 1 F is in some g-'(l/a,). Then by (*) above, fp( I$) 5 c/Q,, i.e. fcp(Y)CU,,U-UL/,,.
Thus g-'sf^-', or fig, and the proof is complete. q Sets, and let T,,,, (I, fi, . . . , f,) is the zero ring, i.e. 1 E (I, f,, . . . ,fi,) -, or equivalentiy, Wf, 9 l ** 9 f,) =0. But then I?"= l'l?'\,Z(I)U r/(f,)U-•U u<f,), where U(A) = {x 1 f(x) # 0), and this gives a finite cover of A such that at each element of the cover it is forced that fi # OV l *-Vf,#O. Thus A It-f! #OV.--V,i;: #O. But in .C'fin, -v#O iff
Theorem. Let T be a regular Hausdorff space in
x is invertible, just as in '4. El
